Metal-Ion Enhanced Helicity in the Gas Phase
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Recent studies have shown that protonated polyaniline peptides (Ala$_n$+H)$^+$ are not helical in the gas phase,1,2 despite alanine’s high helix propensity in solution.3 Here we show that substituting an alkali metal ion (Li$^+$, Na$^+$, K$^+$, Rb$^+$, or Cs$^+$) for the proton leads to a transformation from a random globule to a rigid helix. While metal ions have been found to enhance the helicity of small peptides in aqueous solution,4 this often involves residues with high metal affinities locking in the helical conformation by formation of metal-mediated cross-links. The peptides discussed here do not have metal-complexing side chains. The enhanced helicity apparently results because the oxyphilic metal ions coordinate to CO groups at the C-terminus. This “caps” the helix5,6 and allows favorable interactions between the metal ion and the helix dipole.11−13

The interactions between metal ions and proteins play many important roles in energy metabolism and signaling. Metal ions often cause conformational changes when they bind to proteins, which can profoundly affect their properties.14−17 Metal ion interactions also provide a valuable tool in the design of proteins.18−21 There have been a number of experimental and theoretical studies of the interactions between small peptides and metal ions in the gas phase. These studies have focused on the energetics and location of metal binding,22−25 on the conformations of metal ion−peptide complexes,26−27 on whether metal ions can stabilize zwitterions in small peptides,28−30 and on possible applications of metal ions in sequencing.31

In the work reported here we have used high-resolution ion mobility measurements32 to probe the conformations of (Ala$_n$+M)$^+$ peptides with M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs and n = 6−20. The mobility, how rapidly an ion moves through a buffer gas under the influence of a weak electric field, depends on the average collision cross section, which in turn depends on the conformation.33−36 The high-resolution ion mobility apparatus consists of an electrospray source, a 63 cm long drift tube, a quadrupole mass spectrometer, and a detector.32,33 Solutions were prepared by dissolving 1 mg of peptide in 1 mL of TFA and 0.1 mL of water. The appropriate chloride salt was then added to bring the metal ion concentration to approximately 10$^{-2}$ M. Figure 1 shows relative cross sections (derived from the measured drift times$^{38}$ for (Ala$_n$+M)$^+$, M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs, and (Ala$_n$+H)$^+$ plotted against the number of residues. The relative cross section scale is given by $\Omega_{rel} = \Omega_{meas} - 14.50n$ where $\Omega_{meas}$ is the measured average cross section, n is the number of residues, and 14.50 Å$^2$ is the increment per residue in the calculated cross section for an ideal polyaniline ø-helix. With this scale, the relative cross sections of ø-helices are independent of the number of residues, while the more compact random globule conformations have values that decrease with increasing peptide size. The cross sections for the (Ala$_n$+H)$^+$ peptides show this behavior. On the other hand, the results for (Ala$_n$+M)$^+$, M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs are largely independent of n, which is characteristic of helical conformations. For small peptides, the helix and globule have similar cross sections. It will become apparent from simulations described below that we can safely conclude that (Ala$_n$+M)$^+$ peptides with M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs are helical for n > 12. Smaller peptides (except perhaps for M = Li) may also be helical, but the cross sections are not sensitive enough to distinguish the helix and globule definitively.

It has been suggested that the (Ala$_n$+H)$^+$ peptides are not helical because protonation at the N terminus (the most basic site) leads to unfavorable interactions with the helix dipole.36,39 Thus, for the metatated polyaniline peptides to become helical the metal ion should probably be located at the C terminus. To provide more insight into the binding of the metatated ion, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were performed for (Ala$_n$+Na)$^+$ with n = 10, 15, and 20. The simulations were performed using the MACSIMS-
Figure 1. Relative cross sections plotted against number of alanine residues for (Ala_{n}+H{^+}) and (Ala_{n}+M{^+}) with M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs. Relative cross sections that are independent of the number of residues indicate helical conformations, while relative cross sections that decrease with increasing peptide size (like those for the (Ala_{n}+H{^+}) peptides) indicate random globules.

MUS suite of programs with CHARMM-like potentials (21.3 parameter set). Multiple simulated annealing runs were performed for $n = 15$ and 20 (starting from a helix) in an effort to identify the preferred binding geometry. We found that the Na{^+} ion always migrated to the C terminus (even when initially placed near the middle of the helix). At the C terminus the sodium ion coordinates to several carbonyl groups. Na{^+} is oxyphilic, so that a preference for binding to carbonyl groups is expected. The extent to which the C terminus is disrupted by the Na{^+} ion varies significantly. Figure 2(a) shows the final conformation from the (Ala_{20}+Na{^+}) simulated annealing run with the lowest terminal energy. Here the Na{^+} ion is coordinated to the carboxyl CO and backbone CO groups of residues 15, 16, 17, and 19. Virtually the entire helix remains intact. In this geometry there are favorable charge-dipole interactions and the Na{^+} “caps” several of the dangling CO groups at the C terminus. This type of conformation occurred frequently. Figure 2b shows another type of conformation that occurred often. Here the C terminus is slightly more unraveled and wraps around the Na{^+}. In this particular geometry, the Na{^+} is coordinated to the carboxyl CO and backbone CO groups of residues 12, 13, 15, and 17. This conformation is 8 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) less stable than the one shown in Figure 2a, a difference which cannot be viewed as significant. Average cross sections calculated from the last 60 ps of the simulations leading to the conformations in Figure 2a and b are both in good agreement with the measured value. The Boltzmann weighted average cross section for all of the (Ala_{20}+Na{^+}) simulations is 341.6 Å\(^2\) which can be compared with the measured value of 340.7 Å\(^2\). For (Ala_{15}+Na{^+}) the Boltzmann weighted average and measured values are 266.5 and 268.6 Å\(^2\), respectively. The good agreement between the measured and calculated cross sections provides a strong indication that the ions adopt the largely helical conformations shown in Figure 2a and b. A few simulated annealing runs led to conformations where the helix is significantly more unraveled. An example is shown in Figure 2c. The more unraveled conformations are significantly less stable than the more helical ones (by 59 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) for the geometry in Figure 2), and their calculated average cross sections are substantially smaller than the measured value.

Figure 2. Final conformations from simulated annealing runs for (Ala_{20}+Na{^+}); (a) and (b) have approximately the same energies and both have calculated cross sections that are close to the measured value; (c) is significantly higher in energy, and its calculated cross section is substantially less than the measured value.

For (Ala_{10}+Na{^+}) most of the simulated annealing runs collapsed into random globules, while room temperature MD simulations (240 ps) started from a helix usually remained helical. The resulting helices and globules have similar energies (the lowest-energy helix found is 9 kJ mol\(^{-1}\) lower than the lowest-energy globule). The measured cross section (195.0 Å\(^2\)) is in slightly better agreement with the value calculated for the helices (194.6 Å\(^2\)) than for the globules (189.2 Å\(^2\)). The small difference between the calculated cross sections for the helix and globule provides better self-solvation for the Li{^+} ion (which is smaller and has a higher charge density than the other alkali metals).

Metal ions have recently been shown to stabilize zwitterions in small peptides. In simulations, helical (Ala_{15}+Na{^+}) zwitterions with the N terminus protonated and the C terminus deprotonated rapidly collapse to random globules (the charge destabilizes the helix). A helix with a salt bridge from deprotonation of the C terminus and protonation of the backbone (CO) near to the C terminus appears to be stable in the simulations. However, formation of this salt bridge seems unlikely because the backbone is not very basic. Cross sections measured for amidated (Ala_{n}+Na{^+}) peptides (where salt bridge formation is blocked at the C terminus) track those measured for the (Ala_{n}+Na{^+}) peptides, and thus the enhanced helicity observed with the metal ions does not result from salt bridge formation.
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